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Abstract 
Tall, F.D., More topological applications of generic elementary embeddings, Topology and its 
Applications 44 (1992) 353-358. 
This paper is a sequel to my Topological applicafions of generic huge embeddings The principal 
innovation is the observation that for reasonable countably closed forcing, for first countable 
Tz X, j”X is a closed subspace of j(X). The usual reflection arguments yield stronger results in 
this context. We prove 
Theorem. If it is consistent that there is a huge cardinal, it is consistent that everyjirst countable Tz 
K,-paracompact space of size SK, is paracompact. 
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This paper is a sequel to [5]. The principal innovation is the observation that for 
reasonable countably closed forcing, for first countable T2 X, j”X is a closed subspace 
of j(X). The usual reflection arguments yield stronger results in this context. We 
prove 
Theorem. Zf it is consistent that there is a huge cardinal, it is consistent that every$rst 
countable T2 K,-paracompact space of size SK, is paracompact. 
I shall assume familiarity with applications of reflection to topology as in [2,3,5]. 
Let me recall the general framework. We have an elementary embedding j from V 
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into an inner model M, e.g. j obtained from a supercompact or huge cardinal. We 
have a partial order $9’ in V which is completely embedded in j(P). Any of the 
partial orders we deal with will be sufficiently well behaved so thatj can be extended 
to map V[ G] into M[G][ H], where G is P-generic over V and H isj( 9’)/.9-generic 
over M[ G]. The extended j is definable in V[ G][H]. 
It will be convenient to think of a topological space as a pair (X, a), where 93 
is a fixed basis for a topology on X. That way we can refer to the space (X, 93) in 
different models, even though 93 may generate different topologies. When it will 
not cause confusion, we will be sloppy and use “X” for the space %!?= (X, 93) and 
“Y” for the subspace 9 = (Y, { Y n B: BE %I}). Let %‘E V[G]. If M possesses 
appropriate closure conditions with respect toj, and if 9 is sufficiently well behaved, 
wegetj”~=(j”X,{j”B: BE%})EM[G][H]. (Recall j”s={j(s):sES}.) 
In a typical application of forcing and reflection in our context (explored 
extensively in [5]), we might know in V[G] that Q(Y) holds for each subspace Y 
of X of cardinality K, . We would like to conclude that Q(X) holds there. Suppose 
j(K,“L”l) = 1 j”Xl MIGIIHl. If j”X is a subspace of j(X) (sufficient conditions are 
given in [2]), then by elementarity, M[G][H] k @(j”X). If @ is upward absolute, 
V[G][ H] I= @( j”X). j”X is just a homeomorphic copy of X, so V[ G][ H] k Q(X). 
If --Q(X) is preserved by j(P)/P--this is usually the difficult part-then 
V[ G] k Q(X). 
That is the general framework; for the rest of the paper we specialize to first 
countable spaces because of the following two lemmas. The first appears in [2] but 
is repeated for convenience. Recall crit( j) = least cardinal a such that j(a) > Q. 
Crit( j) is always uncountable. 
Lemma 1. Zf each x E X has a base of cardinality <crit( j) (e.g. ifX isjirst countable), 
then j”X is a subspace of j(X). 
Proof. Let {B,,},,, be a base at x E X. Then {j(Ba)}Cv_.,C,,, is a base at j(x) in j(X). 
(If93isabasisforX,j(93)={j(B): B~93}isabasisforj(X).)j”B,=j(B,,)nj”X; 
indeed in general, if A c B, j”A = j(A) n j”B. Since v < crit( j), j(v) = v so there are 
no “extra” neighborhoods so indeed the j” topology on j”X is just the subspace 
topology inherited from j(X). 0 
In general, j”X need not be a particularly nice (from a topological point of view) 
subspace of j(X)-even if it is a subspace, but we have 
Lemma 2. If X is jirst countable T2 and j(P)/9 IS countably closed, then j”X is a 
closed subspace of j(X). 
Proof. Let y E j(X), y E j”X. Claim YE j”X. By first countability of j(X) (which 
follows by elementarity from the first countability of X), there is a sequence 
{j(xn)>,< w converging to y, each j(x,,) E j”X, and hence each x, E X. The sequence 
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{-%I},<” is in V[G][ If], but because j(P)/9 is countably closed, it is already in 
V[G]. Since the sequence {j(x,,)},C_ converges, by elementarity the sequence 
{x,}~~._, must converge, say to XE X. But again by elementarity, {j(x,)},<, +j(x). 
But j(X) is T2, so sequential limits are unique, so y = j(x) E j”X. 0 
Note. (a) The notation “j(P)/P’” for the partial order which, when preceded by 
P*, yields j( 9) is somewhat sloppy, since it need not be in the ground model. More 
precisely we should speak of a complete embedding h : CP+ j(P) and, if G is 
P-generic, the partial order j(B)/h”G. We will exercise such precision when we 
deal with the Foreman-Laver model later. 
(b) No generality is gained by weakening T2 to “unique sequential limits”, since 
first countable spaces with unique sequential limits are T2. For suppose x # y and 
there do not exist disjoint open sets about them. Let {U,},<,, {V,},,, be descending 
open bases at x and y respectively. Take z,, E U, n V,. Then {z,},,, converges to 
both x and y, contradiction. 
It would be interesting to weaken the hypothesis on 9 to encompass some 
situations in which j(P)/P adds countable sets, but I do not see how to do this. 
One could slightly weaken “first countability” to “Frechet plus every countable set 
has a countable base” (see [2]) but I have no interesting application. 
Nontrivial supercompact reflection proofs often generalize stationary set reflection 
and have annoying hypotheses that points have neighborhoods of small cardinality. 
To avoid this, in [5] and here we use huge collapse. Recall 
Definition. A cardinal K is huge if there exists an elementary embedding j: V+ M, 
where M is a transitive subclass of V, the universe of sets, such that j 1 K is the 
identity, j(K) = A > K, and M is closed under j(K)-sequences. j is called a huge 
embedding. 
Definition. A space is (A-)paracornpact if each open cover (of size <A) has a locally 
finite open refinement. 
In [5] we proved 
Theorem 3. Foreman-Laver collapse [4] a huge cardinal K to K, and j(K) to K2. 
Then every$rst countable normal hereditarily K,-paracompact space of size sK2 is 
paracompact. 
Surprisingly, by transferring from K2 to K3 instead of from K, to KZ, we obtain 
considerably stronger results-that is the main result of this paper: 
Theorem 4. Foreman-Laver collapse a huge cardinal K to K2 and j(K) to K3. Then 
every Jirst countable T, K,-paracompact space of size SK, is paracompact. 
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 4, we need some facts about the 
forcing. First, a definition. 
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Definition. A partial order 9 = (P, s) is A-(strongly)-centered if P = UaCh P,, where 
for each (Y, each finite (countable) subset of P, has a lower bound in l? 
As expounded in [4], the Foreman-Laver collapse 9, of a huge K to K, and j(K) 
to Kz has the property that j(S,)/P, is expressible as K,-centered forcing followed 
by &-closed forcing (every descending sequence of length less than K2 has a lower 
bound). By mindlessly changing all the K, to K2 and all the Kz to K,, one obtains 
the Foreman-Laver collapse p, of a huge K to K2 and j(~) to K,. Not surprisingly, 
j(P,,)/S, is expressible as &-strongly centered followed by ES,-closed. It is also 
countably closed. These facts will be clear to those who are familiar with [4] but 
cannot be proved here without unedifyingly repeating the content of [4]. 
We shall prove two nontrivial lemmas about paracompactness and forcing which, 
when plugged into our general machinery, will produce the desired results. The first 
deals with K-strongly-centered forcing, the second with A-closed forcing. Recall a 
collection of subsets of a topological space is discrete if each point in the space has 
a neighborhood meeting at most one of them. A collection of sets is u-discrete if it 
is the union of countably many discrete subcollections. 
Lemma 5. Let P = U y<K P, such that for each y, each countable subset of P, has a 
lower bound. Let Y be an open cover of the first countable space X. Let 1 It- “4 is a 
family of K discrete open collections such that U 4 refines 9”. Then there is in V a 
cover W comprised of K discrete open collections and also refining ,!?. 
Proof. Consider 4 : K X 7 --, V” such that for fixed p E K, % 1 ({p} x 7) lists a discrete 
open collection (possibly repeatedly listing empty sets). For p, y < K and (Y < 77, let 
Wpya = U{wE~:(3pEP,)(3SEY)(pI~ WCJ&&Y)~S)}. 
To show that for fixed p, y that { Wpvu : (Y < 77) is discrete, suppose on the contrary 
that there is an x E X such that every neighborhood of it meets at least two Wpra. 
Let {B,),,, be a neighborhood base at x. For each n, pick p,, and pk in P,, W,, 
and WL in 93, and (Y, and (Y: less than 7, such that B, n W,, and B, n WL are 
nonempty and p,, IF W,, c &(!3, a,), p: It- Wl, c %(p, a;). Let p be below all p,, and 
pk , all n E w. Then p It (Vn)( B, meets two different %((p, a)), contradicting 0211 ({p} x 
7) discrete. q 
Lemma 6. If X is first countable, 1X1= A 2 K, , P is A-closed, Y is an open cover and 
1 IF “9 has a u-discrete open refinement”, then it has one in V. 
Proof. Let % : w x A + V.” as in the previous lemma. For every x E X, 
Dx={p:(3k<w)(3a<A)(3S~Y)(3W~93) 
(XE WandpIE ~@s%!(~,cY)E$} 
is dense open as is 
&={p: (3n)(3a)(pIF (Va’# a)(B,(x)n&(k, a’)=O))}. 
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Let X = {x,1,, h and pick a descending sequence {py}ychr pv E D, n n,_ Erk. Pick 
k 7, a,,, W, such that x, E WY E 93 and (3s E .Y)(p, IF @,, G %(k,, a,) & 3). Let 
W,,,=lJ{W,:p,b W&&(k,a)}. 
{ W,, : k < o, (Y < A} covers and refines 9. To see that { W,, : a < A} is discrete, given 
anys,thereisannandanasuchthatforeverycu’fcu,p,li-(B,(x,))’n~(k,a’)=O. 
If B, (x8) met some W,,., then for some y, &(x8) n W, f 0, where pv It- ey C_ 
%(k, a’). Let p =max(y, 6). Then p, IF “Of (B,(x,))‘n WYs 4(k, a’) and 
(&,(x8))” n %(k, o’) = O”, a contradiction. 0 
A final lemma we need is well known and can be found e.g. in [l]. 
Lemma 7. A T2 space is paracompact only if every open cover has a u-discrete open 
refinement. 
Let us also now state precisely the properties of the huge collapse that we are using: 
Fact 8. Given a huge cardinal K with j( k) = A, there is a partial order 9 * 92 such that 
9 is K-CC, V[ GP] + K = N,, 92 E V[G!,] is A-cc and K-closed, and V[G,,,,] k A = K3. 
(V[G,,,] also satisfies GCH.) p * 3 is constructed so that there is a complete 
embedding h : 9 * 92 + j( 9) such that 
(i) if G is (9 * %)-generic, then in V[G], j(P)/h”G is K-strongly centered and 
countably closed, 
(ii) the embedding j extends in VIGj~.lp~~,~.~~ ] to an elementary embedding (which 
we shall also call) j: V[G,,,]+ MIG,,zP,,,,,fl,] which sends K~[Gr*.*l to K~‘GP*fil, 
(iii) M[Gic.~~*,CW, ] is closed under A-sequences of objects with names in M. 
Now to put everything together! 
Proof of Theorem 4. In V[G,9,,], let X be a first countable T2 K,-paracompact 
space of size K3. (If IX]< K3, it is already paracompact.) Let % be an open cover 
of X. Without loss of generality, assume 011 is composed of members of a fixed base 
93 for X, (%]sNK,. In MIG,,,PII+I], j”X is a closed subspace of j(X). j(X) is 
j(K,) = K,-paracompact; therefore j”X is paracompact. It is also paracompact in 
V[ GjCSPx.S ,I, since without loss of generality we may confine ourselves to open covers 
comprised of members of the basis, which has cardinality SK,, and these lie in 
M[G,,,,,,]. A locally finite refinement there remains so in V[G,,,,,,]. X is homeo- 
morphic to j”X so it too is paracompact in V[Gj,,P,.S,]. 52 then by Lemma 7 has a 
a-discrete open refinement in V[ G,C:P,,fl,]. By Lemma 6, it has a o-discrete open 
refinement in V[G,,,,]. By Lemma 5, in VIG,,,,fl] it has an open refinement 
w= u,<,, We, where each ?VO is discrete. But now by some easy topology we can 
obtain a locally finite open refinement of Ou. For let W, = IJ WC,. Then { W,},,,2 
is an open cover of X which by K,-paracompactness has a locally finite refinement. 
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It is standard that without loss of generality we can take the refinement to be 
{K] a<w2, where V,c W,,. Then {V, n W: WE 74fm, a < w2} is a locally finite 
refinement of Ou. 0 
We conclude by making several remarks: 
(a) The conclusions of Theorems 3 and 4 fail in L: nonrellecting stationary sets 
of w-cofinal ordinals in w2 (wj respectively) provide counterexamples. Because the 
conclusions imply stationary set reflection, they entail some large cardinal con- 
sistency strength. For more on the relationship between paracompactness and 
stationary set reflection, see [5]. 
(b) The size restriction can be removed in Theorem 3 if sufficiently “potent” 
axioms are assumed [5], but there is no obvious candidate for an axiom that would 
eliminate the restriction in Theorem 4 since Magidor has shown that CH implies 
there does not exist a generic huge embedding sending K, to Kt. 
(c) I don’t know if “normal” or “hereditary” can be removed from Theorem 3. 
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